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Abstract: A submodule K of an R-module M is called strongly large in M, in case for any Mm , Rs  

with 0ms  there exists Rr  such that Kmr  and 0mrs .A submodule N of an  R-module M is 

called SL-closed if, N has no proper strongly large extension in M [2].  In this paper, we introduce the concept 

of modules with the SL-closed intersection property. An      R-module M is said to have the SL-closed 

intersection property (briefly SLCIP) if, the intersection of any two SL-closed submodules of M is again SL-

closed. Our aim in this paper is to give some characterizations about this concept. Also, we give some 

properties of such modules.     
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I. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, by a ring R we always mean an associative ring with identity and M    a unital 

right R-module. A submodule N of a module M  is called an essential submodule in M (briefly )MN
e

 if, for 

any 0,  XNMX  implies X=0. A submodule N is called a closed submodule of M (briefly )MN c if, 

N has no proper essential extensions inside M ; that is the only solution of the relation MKN
e

  is 

.NK   In this case the submodule K is called closure of N [3]. Notice that every strongly large submodule of 

a module always essential, this implies that every closed submodule is SL-closed submodule. In this paper, we 

define and study the classes of modules with the SL-closed intersection property. This work consists of two 

sections. In section 2, we give several characterizations of modules having the SLCIP. We prove that, a module 

M has the SLCIP if and only if every (2-generator) submodules of M  has the SLCIP. In section 3, we establish 

the basic properties of these modules. We prove that for any R-monomorphism NMf : , then M has the 

SLCIP if and only if the image of M  has the SLCIP.        

 

II. Preliminaries 
A submodule K of an R-module M is called a strongly large submodule in M, in case for any 

Mm , Rs  with 0ms  there exits an Rr  such that Kmr  and 0mrs .             A submodule 

N of an R-module M is called SL-closed if, N has no proper strongly large extensions in M [2]. We give some 

properties of strongly large and SL-closed submodules of an R-module M  that will be used in our work. 

 

Lemma 1.1. [2]. Let M be an R-module with a submodule N. Then the following  statements are equivalent : 

(i)  N is a strongly large submodule of M ; 

(ii)  for each Mm and Rs  with 0ms , we have 0)( 1  sNmm ; 

(iii) for each Mm , )( 1Nmm 
is a strongly large submodule of mR ; 

(iv) for each Mm , NmR  is a strongly large submodule of mR .  

 

Lemma 1.2. [2]. The following statements  hold for R-modules 
', MM :  

(i) If .MLN  Then N is strongly large in M if and only if N is strongly large in L and L is   strongly large 

in M.                      

(ii) If 1N is strongly large in MN  and 1L  is strongly large in ML  , then 11 LN   is strongly large in 

LN   of M.  

(iii) If iN is strongly large in iL  of M ),...,3,2,1( ni  , then 
n

i
iN

1

is strongly large in 
n

i
iL

1

of M.  
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(iv) Let 
': MMf  be an R-homomorphism and .MLN  If N is strongly large in L of M then 

)(Nf is strongly large in )(Lf of ).(Mf  

(v) Let 
': MMf  be an R-monomorphism and .'ML  If L is strongly large in 

'M ,then )(1 Lf 
is 

strongly large in M. 

 

Example 1.3. Clearly, every strongly large submodule of a module is essential, but the converse is not always 

true, such example: In 4Z -module 4Z , )2(
_

 an essential submodule but it is not strongly large, since 
4

_

1 Zm  , 

4

_

2 Zs   such that 

____

022.1   but there is only 4

_

2 Zr  such that )2(22.1.1
____




r  with 

____

02.2.1 mrs .Notice that every submodule of 4Z as 4Z -module is      SL-closed.     

 

Lemma 1.4. [2]. Let M be a prime (or torsion-free) R-module. Then essentiality implies strongly largeness in 

M.    

 Let M be an R-module. M is said to satisfy condition (*) in case of, for each Mm  )0( and Rrr 21, , if 

)(mannr Ri   for some )2,1( i and )(21 mannRrr R , then 0jr  for some ji  [2]. 

 

Lemma 1.5. [2]. (i) Every faithful prime R-module satisfies the condition (*). 

 (ii) Every free module over an integral domain satisfies the condition (*).  
 (iii) Every ring with no nonzero divisors of zero satisfies the condition (*).  

Lemma 1.6. [2]. Let M be an R-module with the condition (*). Then N  is an essential submodule of M if and 

only if N  is strongly large in M.   

 

Lemma 1.7. [2]. The following statements hold for an R-module M :  

(i) Every closed submodule of M is SL-closed. The converse holds if M has the condition (*). 

(ii) Every direct summand of M is SL-closed submodule. 

(iii) If N is a SL-closed submodule of M and let L be a strongly large submodule in M, then LN  is a SL-

closed submodule in L.    

 

Lemma 1.8. [2]. Let M be an R-module, MN  . Then N  is strongly large in M  if and only if for all 

Mm , mRN   is strongly large in mR .  

 

III. Characterizations of modules with the SLCIP. 
In this section, we investigate the necessary and sufficient conditions under which a module has the SLCIP.  

Example 2.1. Consider 2ZZM   as Z-module, let ZA )0,1(
_

 and ZB )1,1(
_

 are submodules of M. 

clearly, MZBZA  )1,0()1,0(
__

, thus A and B are direct summands of M, so A,B are    SL-closed 

in M. But ZBA )0,2(
_

 is not SL-closed in A, B or M. In fact BA is strongly large in both A and B or 

M.  

 

This leads us to introduce the following definition.      

 

Definition 2.2. An R-module M is said to have the SL-closed intersection property (briefly SLCIP) if, the 

intersection of any two SL-closed submodules of M is again SL-closed. 

It is clear that the Z-modules Z and 2Z are modules with the SLCIP. In fact every nonzero submodule 

of 2, ZZ  as Z-modules is strongly large.   

The authors B.Ungor; S.Halicioglu ; M.A. Kamal  and  A.Harmanci, in [2] introduce the  theorem 4.8, '' 

let M be an R-module and MN  . Then there exists MH  such that N is a strongly large submodule in H 

and H is a SL-closed in M ''. A submodule H is called SL-closure of N and it is not necessary unique. We 

introduce the following definition.  
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Definition 2.3.An R-module M is called SL-UC module if, every submodule of M has a unique SL-closure.  

 

Theorem 2.4. Let M  be an R-module. If M  has the SLCIP then M is a SL-UC module. 
 

Proof. Suppose A is a submodule of M  and has two SL-closures, so there exists 21, HH  SL-closed 

submodules of M such that A is strongly large in both of 1H and 2H ,hence by lemma 2.1, A is strongly large 

submodule of 21 HH  in M. Since M has the SLCIP then 21 HH  is SL-closed in M ,but we have 

21 HH  is strongly large in 1H .Thus 121 HHH  , so 21 HH  .  Similarly, 12 HH  . Therefore 

.12 HH              □    

 

Lemma 2.5. Let M be a SL-UC module and N , K , L are submodules of M such that K  is the SL-closure of 

N in M. If N is strongly large in L then .KL    

 

Proof. Since K  is the SL-closure of N in M , we get N is strongly large in K and K is a  SL-closed 

submodules ofM. But M is a SL-UC module, so K is the unique SL-closed submodule of M such that N is 

strongly large in K .By assumption N is strongly large in L .Thus .KL        □  

 

Theorem 2.6. Let M be an R-module. Then M has the SLCIP if and only if for all submodules  

1N , 2N , 1L , 2L of M with 1N is strongly large in 2N and 1L  is strongly large in 2L implies 11 LN   is strongly 

large in 22 LN  .  

 

Proof. Since 11 LN  and 1N are submodules of M , so there is H and T a unique SL-closed submodules in M  

such that 11 LN   is strongly large in H and 1N  strongly large in T  implies by lemma 2.1, 

1111 )( NLNN  is strongly large in TH  which is SL-closed in M. On the other hand, by theorem 2.4 

M is a SL-UC module, so THT  and hence .HT   Now, 1N is strongly large in 2N and T is a SL-

closure of 1N in M  , so that by above lemma ,2 TN  thus we get HTKK  21 …(1). 

Similarly, ML 1 so there is a unique SL-closed 
'T in M such that 1L  is strongly large in 

'T . Hence 

1111 )( LLNL   is strongly large in 
'TH  which is SL-closed in M and since M is a SL-UC module, 

then 
'' THT  and hence .' HT  Since 1L is strongly large in 2L and 

'T is a SL-closure of 1L in M, by 

apply above lemma .'2 TL  We have HTLL  '

21 …(2). By (1) and (2) HLN  22 and by 

lemma 1.2, 11 LN  is strongly large in 22 LN  . Conversely, let A and B be two SL-closed submodule of M. 

Assume that BA  is strongly large in W of M. Since A is strongly large in A, so by assumption 

AABA  )(  is strongly large in WA , but A is a SL-closed submodule of M, hence WAA  and 

so AW  . By similar proof BW  . Thus BAW  and hence .WBA  □  

 

The right condition of a previous theorem is not hold in general, as example shows:  

Consider the Z-module 2ZZM  . Let ZAA )0,2(
_

21  , ZB )0,1(
_

1  and ZB )1,1(
_

2  . Let 

1

_

1 )0,( Brb  , Zr and let Zn such that 01 nb . Choose Z2 , 21

_

1 )0,2.(2. AArb   and 

)0,0()0,2(2
__

1  nrnb ,thus 21 AA  is strongly large in .1B Similarly, let 2

_

2 )1,1( Brb  ,                                

Zr and let Zm  such that 01 mb .If ,)( Zevenr  )0,(
_

2 rb  , if ,)( Zoddr   

)1,(
_

2 rb  .Choose Z2 , then )0,2.(2.
_

2 rb   or )0,2.()2,2.(2.
__

2 rrb  , thus 2122 AAb  . 

For Zn ,either )0,2(22



 nrnb or )0,2()2,2(22



 nrnnrnb , so )0,0(22



nb , hence 21 AA     is 
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strongly large in .2B On the other hand, 0)1,0(
_

1 A ,but 21

_

)1,0( BBZ  ,so 1A is not essential in 

21 BB  and since 211 AAA  , then 21 AA  is not essential in 21 BB  ,thus 21 AA  is not strongly 

large in 21 BB  .     

 

Theorem 2.7. Let M be an R-module. Then M has the SLCIP if and only if for all submodules      

N , L of M with LN  is strongly large in N implies L is strongly large in LN  .  

 

Proof. Assume that LN  is strongly large in N . Since L is strongly large in L and M has the SLCIP then by 

above theorem LLN  )(  is strongly large in LN  . Thus L is strongly large in LN  .Conversely, 

let 21, KK be two SL-closed submodule of M. Suppose that 21 KK  is strongly large in MW  . 

Since 1K is strongly large in 1K , we get  12121 )( KKKKK   is strongly large in 1KW  , so 

1KW   is strongly large in MW  . By hypothesis 1K is strongly large in 1KW  , but 1K is SL-closed, 

11 KWK  and hence 1KW  . Similarly, we have 2KW  . Thus WKK  21 and hence M has the 

SLCIP.            □  

 

Corollary 2.8. Let M  be an R-module. Then M  has the SLCIP if and only if every submodule of M has the 
SLCIP.  

 

Proof. Obviously.                  □  

 

Theorem 2.9. Let M be an R-module. Then M has the SLCIP if and only if for all SL-closed submodule K of M 

and MN  , NK  is SL-closed submodule of N.  

 

Proof. Suppose that NK  is strongly large in NL  .Since K is strongly large in K , then by theorem 2.6 

)( NKKK  is strongly large in LK  ,but K  SL-closed submodule of M  implies LKK  and 

so KL  ,thus NKL  and hence NKL  .Therefore NK  is SL-closed submodule of N. 

Conversely, let A , B be two SL-closed submodule of M. Assume that BA is strongly large in MW  . 

Since A is SL-closed in M and MW  , by assumption WA is SL-closed inW .Now BA is strongly 

large inW implies that )( BAABA        is strongly large in WA .Since B is SL-closed in M 

,so BA  is SL-closed in A, this is implies WABA  ,so BA is SL-closed inW and 

hence WBA  .          □  

 

Theorem 2.10. Let M be an R-module has the SLCIP. Then every decomposition BAM   for all 

),,( BAHomR Ker  is SL-closed in M.  

 

Proof. Assume that BAM   has the SLCIP and BA: is an R-homomorphism. Define 

}:)({ AaaaT   ,it is not hard to prove BTM  ,so both of A and T is direct summand   

of M, thus A ,T are SL-closed submodule of M and hence TA is SL-closed in M. On the other hand, 

TAKer  . Therefore Ker  is SL-closed in M .            □   

 

Remark 2.11. Let M  be an R-module, N and K are submodules of M. If N is SL-closed in M and KN  then 

N is SL-closed in K.  

 

Theorem 2.12. Consider the following statements for an R-module M :  

 

 (i) M  has the SLCIP; 

(ii) for each MN  and each ),( MNHomR such that 0)(  NN  , Ker  is SL-closed in N; 

(iii)for all Mmm ', such that 0'  RmmR , )()( 'mannmann RR  and )()( ' mannmann RR   
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is strongly large in )(mannR R  implies .0' m   

 

Then )()()( iiiiii  .   

 

Proof. )()( iii  Assume that MN  and MN : is R-homomorphism with 0)(  NN  . 

Let )(NNK  , MK  .Since M has the SLCIP, then by cor. 2.8  K has the SLCIP. Define 

)(: NN    by )()( nn   , for all Nn . It is clear that   is well-defined and R-homomorphism 

so by theorem 2.10, Ker is SL-closed in K, but  KerKer  , thus Ker  is SL-closed 

in )(NNK   and hence by above remark, Ker  is SL-closed in N.    

)()( iiiii  Define RmmR ':   by rmmr ')(  , for all Rr . Clearly,  is well-defined and R-

homomorphism, 0)( '  RmmRmRmR  , so by hypothesis Ker  is SL-closed in mR . Now, let 

mRmr 1  and Rr 2  such that 021 rmr ,so )(21 mannrr R  and hence 

.0)(21  mannrr R But )()( ' mannmann RR is strongly large in )(mannR R , so there exists  Rs  

such that )()())((0 '

21 mannmannsmannrr RRR  , hence )()(21 mannpmannsrr RR  , 

)( 'mannp R ,thus )()( '

21 mannmannpsrr RR  implies )( '

21 mannsrr R ,hence 021

' srrm         

thus 0)( 21 srmr ,so Kersrmr  210 ,and so there exists Rsrt  2 such that Kertmr 1          

and 022121  srrmrtrmr ,therefore Ker is strongly large in mR and hence mRKer  . Thus 

Kerm , that is 0)('  mm  .                □   

 

Let A and B be two submodules of a module M  with 0BA . Then B is called an       SL-

complement of A in M if, B is an SL-closed submodule of M and BA is strongly large in M. Moreover, a 

submodule N of a module M is called a SL-complement submodule if, there exists a submodule K of M such 

that N is an SL-complement of K in M [2]. Notice that every SL-complement is SL-closed.  

 

Theorem 2.13. Let M be an R-module. Then M  has the SLCIP if and only if for all strongly large N of M, 

)()( LNHN  is strongly large in LH  , for all submodules LH , of M.   

 
Proof. Let N be strongly large in M and since H is strongly large in H, also L is strongly large in L implies 

HN  and LN   are strongly large of LH , respectively. By theorem 2.6, the result is obtained. 

Conversely, let MBA , Such that BA is strongly large in A. Let P be an SL-complement of BA in M, 

put )( BAPQ  is strongly large in M, then by hypothesis )()( BQAQ  is strongly large 

in BA . Since ABAPAQ  )]([ ,so if AQx          

then bax  , where BAbPa  , ,thus 0 APbxa  , hence BAbx  , so 

BBAAQ  )()( , thus BABQAQ  )()(  and hence B  is strongly large in A. By 

applying theorem 2.7, M  has the SLCIP.              □   

 

Definition 2.14. A submodule N of an R-module M is called R-SL-closed, provided mRN   is not strongly 

large in mR  for all NMm .  

Theorem 2.15. The following statements are equivalent for an R-module M.  

 

 (i) M  has the SLCIP;  

 (ii) for all SL-closed submodule K of M, mRK   is not strongly large in mR for all NMm ;   

 (iii) mRNMmN SL 


:{ is strongly large in mR } is a submodule of M, for all MN  . 
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Proof. )()( iii  Let K be a SL-closed submodule of M. If mRK   is strongly large in mR for 

some NMm , then by theorem 2.7, K is strongly large in KmR and hence KmRK  , so 

KmR ,thus Km  which is a contradiction.  

 )()( iii  Let A and B be any two SL-closed submodules of M. Assume BA is not proper strongly large in 

MW  ,so there exists Wm with BAm  . If Am  then mRA  is not strongly large 

in mR which is a contradiction with the lemma 1.8.  

)()( iiiii  Let MN  . Assume that K is any SL-closure of N, so N is strongly large in K and K is SL-

closed in M. Now, let SLNm


 then mRN   is strongly large in mR ,thus mRK  is strongly large 

in mR and hence by )(ii Km . Therefore KN SL 


.Conversely, let Km so by     

lemma 1.8, mRN   is strongly large in mR and hence SLNm


 . Thus KN SL 


 and so SLN


 is a 

submodule of M.        

)()( iiiii   Let K be an SL-closed submodules of M, then SLKK


 . For any SLKm


 , mRK  is 

strongly large in mR ,so by lemma 1.8, K is strongly large in SLK


, hence SLKK


 . For any 

KM , Km and so SLKm


 , thus mRK  is not strongly large in mR .          □        

 

Theorem 2.16.Let M be an R-module. Then M has the SLCIP if and only if for all submodules MLK  , 

if
'K is an SL-closure of K, there exists an SL-closure

'L of L such that 
'' LK  .       

  

Proof. Since LK  , LKL  . But K is strongly large in SL-closed submodule 
'K of M, thus by theorem 

2.6, LKL   is strongly large in LK '
.Now, MLK '

,so there exists 
'L an SL-closure submodule 

of LK '
 in M; that is LK '

strongly large in a SL-closed submodule 
'L of M. Hence L is strongly large in a 

SL-closed submodule 
'L of M, so

'L is SL-closure of L, also
''' LLKK  .Conversely, let A and B be 

two SL-closed in M. BBAK   and let 
'K be an SL-closure of K, so by hypothesis, there exists

'L SL-

closure of B such that 
'' LK  . Since B is SL-closed in M implies BL '

,so BK '
. Also, ABA   

and let
'K SL-closure of K, so by hypothesis, there exists

"L SL-closure of A such that
"' LK  .Since A is SL-

closed in M, so AL "
and hence AK '

,thus
"' LK  .But BAK  is strongly large 

in
'K ,then

'KBA  ; that is BA  SL-closed in M .   □                          

 

Given submodules LK , of M we define LK sl ,whenever the submodule LK   is strongly large in both of 

K and L.  

 

Theorem 2.17.Let M be an R-module. Then M has the SLCIP if and only if for all submodules 
'' ,,, LLKK of 

M, 
'KK sl and 

'LL sl  implies )()( '' LKLK sl   .   

 

Proof. Suppose that 
'KK sl and 

'LL sl .We have to prove that )()( '' LKLK  is   strongly large in 

both )( LK  and )( '' LK  . Since 
'KK sl then 

'KK  is strongly large in both K 

and
'K ,also

'LL sl implies
'LL is strongly large in both L and

'L .Since M has the SLCIP,  so by theorem 

2.6, )()( '' LLKK  is strongly large in )()( '' LLKK  ,but we have 

)()()()()()( '''''' LKLKLKLKLLKK  ,so )()( '' LKLK  is strongly 

large in )()( '' LKLK  and hence )()( '' LKLK  is strongly large in LK  .By similar a 
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way, )()( '' LKLK  is strongly large in
'' LK  .Conversely, let LK , be two strongly large  

in
'' , LK respectively, where LK , ,

'' , LK are submodules of M. We must to prove LK  is strongly 

in
'' LK  .We have

'' KKKK  and
'KK  is strongly large in

'K ,then
'KK  is strongly large in 

K. Similarly,
'LL is strongly large in L. Thus 

'KK sl  and 
'LL sl  ,hence      by hypothesis 

)()( '' LKLK  is strongly large in both )( LK  , )( '' LK  . We have 

 )()( '' LKLK )()( '' LKLK   this implies )( LK  is strongly large in )( '' LK  . By 

applying theorem 2.6, the result is obtained.              □                            

  
Theorem 2.18. The following statements are equivalent for an R-module M.  

 

 (i) M  has the SLCIP;  

 (ii) for all  LK  )(  are submodules of M such that K is SL-closed in L for all  

)(  ,then 


K is SL-closed in 


L ; 

(iii) the intersection of any collection of SL-closed submodules of M is SL-closed.  

 

Proof. )()( iii  By cor. 2.8, L has the SLCIP for all  .Put 





LL .We have LL   and K is 

SL-closed in L for all for all  ,so by theorem 2.9 LK  is SL-closed in L, for all  .Since L has 

the SLCIP, then 





 )( LK is a SL-closed submodules of L, this mean 


K is SL-closed 

in 


L . )()( iiiii  Let K is SL-closed in LM  for all  ,then by )(ii ,we get 


K  is SL-closed 

in 





LM . )()( iiii  Obviously.           □     

We finish this section by the following theorem. 

  
Theorem 2.19.Let M be an R-module. Then M has the SLCIP if and only if every (2-generator) submodule of 

M has the SLCIP.  

 

Proof. It follows by cor. 2.8. Conversely, assume that LK , are strongly large submodules in both 
'' , LK of M 

respectively, to prove LK  is strongly large in
'' LK  .Let 

'' LKx  ,so bax   where 
'' , LbKa  ,and let Rr such that 0 brarxr . Consider baN , , we get 

NK  , NL are strongly large in both NK '
, NL '

 respectively. Since N has the SLCIP, then by 

theorem 2.6 )()( NLNK  is strongly large in )()( '' NLNK  .Since 

)()( '' NLNKx  ,there exists Rs such that )()( NLNKxs  and 0xsr ,thus 

LKxsr  and 0xsr ,so LK  is strongly large in
'' LK  and hence by theorem 2.6,we get the result.   

                □      

IV. Some Properties of modules with the SLCIP. 
In this section, we discuss the concept of modules with the SLCIP and give some properties of such type of 

these modules.  

 

We start by the following lemma. 

 

Lemma 3.1. Let M be an R-module and MHN  .If H is a SL-closed submodule of M, then NH is a 

SL-closed submodules of NM .   

 

Proof. Suppose that NH is strongly large in NB of NM .For any NBNb  )( Bb , Rs                    

such that 0)(  sNb ,then Nbs , so 0bs . So there exists Rr such that NHrNb  )(       
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and 0)(  rsNb ,that is NHNbr  and Nbrs . Thus Hbr and 0brs ,hence H is strongly 

large in B of M, so .BH  Therefore NBNH  and so NH is a SL-closed in NM .□         

  

Lemma 3.2.Let M be an R-module and MHN  .If NH and N are SL-closed submodules      in both of 

NM ,M  respectively, then H is SL-closed in M.  

 

Proof. Suppose that H is strongly large in B of M with HN  .We claim that NH is strongly large 

in NB .Let NBNb  , Rs such that 0)(  sNb ,so Nbs and hence 0bs . Since    H is 

strongly large in B, so there exists Rr such that Hbr and 0brs ,so Hbrs and 0)1.( brs . Since 

N is not strongly large in H, thus for all Ra either Nbars or 0bars . Choose 1a , so 

either Nbrs or 0brs ,but we have 0brs ,so Nbrs ,that is 0)(  rsNb . Also, Hbr implies 

NHrNb  )( and hence NH is strongly large in NB .But NH  is  SL-closed in NM ,so 

NBNH  and hence .BH               □  

 

Proposition 3.3. Let M be an R-module and let N be a SL-closed submodule of M. If M has the SLCIP 

then NM  has the SLCIP.    

 

Proof. Let NL1 and NL2 be two a SL-closed submodules of NM .Since N be SL-closed in M,  so by 

lemma 3.2, 1L and 2L are a SL-closed submodules of M and hence 21 LL  is SL-closed submodule in M. Thus 

by lemma 3.1, NLLNLNL 2121  is a SL-closed submodules of NM .      

            □    

 

Corollary 3.4. Let M be an R-module and let N be a SL-closed submodule of M. Then M has the SLCIP if and 

only if NM  has the SLCIP, for each N is a SL-closed in M.  

 

Remark 3.5. The direct sum of two modules with the SLCIP need not be have SLCIP,(see example 2.1).    

 
Now, we give certain condition under which a direct sum of modules with, SLCIP has the SLCIP. we need some 

lemma's.    

 

Lemma 3.6. Let 21 MMM  be an R-module such that RMannMann RR  21 .If iN  is strongly 

large in ii ML   )2,1( i ,then 21 MN  is strongly large in 21 ML   and 21 NM   is strongly large in 

21 LM  .               

     

Proof. To prove 21 MN  is strongly large in 21 ML  .Let 2121 ),( MLml  and Rs such that 

)0,0(),( 21 sml where 11 Ll  and 22 Mm  .We have the two cases: if 01 sl ,so there exists Rr such 

that 11 Nrl   and 01 srl ,thus 212121 ),(),( MNrmrlrml  and rsml ),( 21  

)0,0(),( 21 rsmrsl .If 02 sm .Since RMannMann RR  21 , 1 ba for some 1Manna R ,      

2Mannb R .We get bmamm ..1. 222  ,then amm .22  ,thus  ),0(),(),( 22121 mamalaml  

21 MN  .Also, )0,0(),0(),(),( 22121  smasmaslasml .Therefore by two cases, we get 

21 MN  is strongly large in 21 ML  .Similarly, 21 NM  is strongly large in 21 LM  .         □       

 

Lemma 3.7. Let 21 MMM  be an R-module such that RMannMann RR  21 .If 21 NN   is a 

SL-closed submodule of 21 MM  then iN is a SL-closed submodule of iM , for )2,1( i .  
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Proof. Suppose that 1N is strongly large in 11 ML  and 2N is strongly large in 22 ML  .By above 

lemma, 21 MN  is strongly large in MML  21 and 21 NM  is strongly large in  21 LM  M  and 

hence )()( 2121 NMMN  is strongly large in )()( 2121 LMML  ,so 21 NN   is strongly 

large in 2121 MMLL  ,but 21 NN  is a SL-closed submodule of 21 MM  ,so          

2121 LLNN  .Thus 11 LN  and 22 LN  .             □  

 

Lemma 3.8. Let M be an R-modules,  .If A is a SL-closed submodule of M then 


A

  is a SL-

closed submodule of 


M

 .   

 

Proof. Suppose that 


A

 is strongly large in 


MX


 .For any  , 


 MAA 


)(


 is   

strongly large in  MMX  .But A is a SL-closed submodule of M ,so  MXA  for all  . 

The ith component ix of x  is in
ii

AMX   ,hence 


Ax

 ,that is 


AX


 , so 


AX


 and 

hence 


A

  is SL-closed in 


M


 .             □     

 

Proposition 3.9. Let 21 MMM  be an R-module such that RMannMann RR  21 .Then 1M and 

2M has the SLCIP if and only if 21 MM  has the SLCIP.        

 

Proof. Assume that BA, are two SL-closed submodules of M. Since RMannMann RR  21 , then by the 

same way of the proof of [4, prop 4.2], 11 BAA  and 22 BAB  where 21, AA are submodules 

in 1M and 21, BB are submodules in 2M .By some properties of SL-closed submodule, we have 21, AA are SL-

closed in 1M and 21, BB are SL-closed in 2M .Thus 21 AA  and 21 BB  are  SL-closed in both of 

1M , 2M respectively. By above lemma,  )()( 2211 BABABA  )()( 2121 BBAA  is 

SL-closed in 21 MM  .Conversely, it follows directly by cor. 2.8.      □  

Now, we will present another result with different conditions under which the direct sum of modules with the 
SLCIP is also has the SLCIP, but first we need to introduce the following lemma.     

 

Lemma 3.10. Let iM be an R-modules, Ii . Then i
Ii
MM


  satisfies (*) if and only if iM  is satisfies (*) 

,for all Ii . 

 

Proof. Take kM be an R-module, Ik  )1( .Let kk Mm  and Rrr 21, such that 021 rrmk and         

02 rmk , hence ....)0,0,0(,...)0,0,,...,0,0( 21 rrmk and ....)0,0,0(,...)0,0,,...,0,0( 2 rmk . Since 

i
Ii
MM


 has the condition (*), so 01 r . Thus iM  satisfies (*) ,for all Ii .Conversely, let 

Rrr 21, and Mmm i
Ii




such that 021 rmr  and 02 mr , where ii Mm   for all Ii . Then 

021 rrmi (for Ii ) and 02 rm j  for some Ij ,but jM  satisfies the condition (*),  then 

01 r .Therefore i
Ii
MM


  satisfies (*).              □       

 

Theorem 3.11. Let i
Ii
MM


 be an R-module satisfies (*) such that every SL-closed submodule of M is 

fully invariant. Then iM has the SLCIP (for all Ii ) if and only if M  has the SLCIP.   
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Proof. Let BA, be two SL-closed submodules of M. By assumption BA,  are fully invariant submodules, 

so )( i
Ii

MAA 


, )( i
Ii

MBB 


. Put ii MAA  , ii MBB  , Ii . Hence 

i
Ii
AA


 , i

Ii
BB


 . As BA,  are SL-closed in M and M satisfies (*), then BA, are closed in M  and so 

iA  

and 
iB  are closed in iM , for all  Ii . Hence 

iA , 
iB  are SL-closed in iM . But iM  satisfies SLCIP, for all 

Ii ,so that
ii BA   is SL-closed in M ,for all Ii .Now, by lemma 3.8, )( ii

Ii
BA 


is SL-closed in 

MM i
Ii




.The converse follows directly by cor. 2.8.                □        

         

Proposition 3.12. Let 21 MMM   be an R-module has the SLCIP then there exists )(MEnd R such 

that Ker is SL-closed in M.  

 

Proof. Consider
21: MM  and

12: MM  be two R-homomorphisms. Define MM :  by 

)()()( 2121 mmmm    for all 2211 , MmMm  .It is clear that  )(MEnd R . Notice that 

 KerKerKer  ,to show this: let Kerba   then  )()()( baba  0 

,so 0)( a and 0)( b ,thus  KerKerba  .Conversely, let  KerKeryx  , then 

Kerx and Kery ,so 000)()()(  yxyx   and hence Keryx  . On the 

other hand ,021  MMKerKer   thus  KerKerKer  .Since M      has SLCIP then 

by theorem 2.10, Ker  and Ker  are SL-closed submodules of 1M , 2M  respectively. Then by lemma 3.8, 

 KerKer   is SL-closed in 21 MM  ; that is Ker  SL-closed in M.       

          □ 

 

Note: If the factor module of a module M has the SLCIP, then M need not be have the SLCIP. Consider the 

following example; it is well known that 2ZZM  does not have the SLCIP as Z-module, but 

ZZZZ  22  has the SLCIP.   

Recall that an R-module M is said to be strongly extending if for every submodule  N of M, there exists 

a decomposition LKM   such that N is a strongly large submodule of K. Equivalently, a module M is 

SL-extending if every SL-closed is a direct summand. Since each strongly large submodule is large, every 

strongly extending module is extending [1]. A module M is said to have the SIP if, the intersection of any two 

direct summands of M is again direct summand.  

 

 
Remark 3.13. A homomorphic image of module satisfies SLCIP need not be have SLCIP. Consider the 

following example; The Z-homomorphism 
2: ZZZZ   defined by ),(),(



 mnmn , for all 

Zmn , .By [5, Ex. 5] ZZ  has the SIP, but by [4, prop 3.9] ZZ   is strongly extending, so it is easy to 

say that ZZ   has the SLCIP. But 2Im ZZ   does not be have SLCIP.   

Now, we shall give a condition under which the image of modules with the SLCIP is also has the SLCIP, we 

need the following lemma.     

 

Lemma 3.14. Let M and N  be an R-modules with MBA  such that NMf : be an    R-

monomorphism. Then A is SL-closed in B if and only if )(Af  is SL-closed in )(Bf .  

 

Proof. Assume that A is SL-closed in B of M. Let )(Af be strongly large in )(BfW  then      by [5, cor. 

2.16] ))((1 AffA   is strongly large in BWf  )(1
,so )(1 WfA   and hence 

WAf )( .Conversely, suppose )(Af  is SL-closed in )(Bf of fIm . Let A be strongly large 

in BP  ,then by [5,prop 2.14] )(Af is strongly large in )()( BfPf  and hence )()( PfAf  . Since f  is 

a monomorphism then PA  .           □     
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Proposition 3.15. Suppose that M  and N  are two R-modules such that NMf :  be an   R-

monomorphism. Then M has the SLCIP if and only if the image of M satisfies SLCIP.    

 

Proof. Suppose that M has the SLCIP. Let 1L and 2L be two SL-closed submodules of fIm , so 

)( 11 KfL  , )( 22 KfL   for some submodules 21, KK of M. Then by above lemma 21, KK  are SL-

closed in M and hence 21 KK  is SL-closed in M .Again by above lemma, 

 )()( 21 KfKf )( 21 KKf  is SL-closed in fIm ; that is 21 LL   SL-closed in fIm . Conversely, 

suppose that fIm has the SLCIP. Let BA, are SL-closed submodules of M, then by above 

lemma )(Af , )(Bf are SL-closed submodules of fIm ,so )()()( BfAfBAf  is SL-closed 

in fIm and hence BA is SL-closed in M.             □ 

 

Proposition 3.16. Let M be an R-module, MannRR R .Then M has the SLCIP as  R-module if and only if 

M has the SLCIP as R module .    
 

Proof. Obviously.                  □ 

Now, we will investigate the behavior of SL-closed submodules and modules with the SLCIP under 

localization. We need the following lemma's.  

 

Lemma 3.17. Let M be an R-module satisfies (*) with ., MWN  Let S be a multiplicative closed subset of 

R, if N is strongly large in W of M  then NS 1
is strongly large in WS 1

 of MS 1
.   

   

Proof. Let WSm 1
_

 , swsmm  1

_

 for some ,Ww so there exists Ss 2 such that sms2  

Wsws 12 .Put Stss 2 ,then Wmt .Let RSba 1 such that 0.1 basm , thus for all 

,Sl 0mla ,hence 0mta .Since N is strongly large in W, so there exists Rr such that 

Nmrt and 0mrta ,so NStsmrttrtsmrsm 1

111 .1.  .We claim that 0..1 batrtsm . If 

0..1 batrtsm ; that is 01 bsmra , so there exists St 1  such that 01 amrt , )(1 maannrt R  

but )(1 maannt R  and M satisfies (*), so 0r  this is a contradiction.            □ 

 

Lemma 3.18. Let M be an R-module MN  and let S be a multiplicative closed subset of R. Then N is closed 

in M if and only if NS 1
is closed in MS 1

,provided BSAS 11    iff .BA    

 

Proof. Assume that MSWSNS e

111   . We claim that .WN e  Let WK  , 0KN , so 

),0()( 1111   SKNSKSNS  thus )0(11   SKS  and by assumption 0K . 

Hence WN e and so WN  then WSNS 11   . Conversely, suppose that MKN e  . We claim 

that eNS 1
MSKS 11   . Let KSHS 11   such that )0(111   SHSNS , 

)0()( 11   SHNS  and hence by assumption 0HN , thus 0H , )0(11   SHS . Therefore 

KSNS e

11   , so KSNS 11   , and by assumption KN  .                                          □ 

 

Lemma 3.19. Let M be an R-module and let S be a multiplicative closed subset of R. If M  satisfies (*) then 

MS 1
 satisfies (*) as RS 1

-module.       
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Proof. Let RS
s

a

s

a 1

2

2

1

1 ,   and MS
s

m 1)0(  such that 0..
2

2

1

1 
s

a

s

a

s

m
and 0.

1

1 
s

a

s

m
,so there 

exists St such that 021 tama  and for all Sl , 01 lma .We have 021 tama  and 01 tma , so by 

(*) of M as R-module, 02 a  and hence 0
2

2 
s

a
.                                                        □ 

From lemma's [3.17, 3.18, 1.7 and 3.19] we get the following proposition. 

 

Proposition 3.20. Let M be an R-module satisfies (*) and let S be a multiplicative closed subset of R. Then N is 

a SL-closed submodule of M as R-module if and only if NS 1
 is           a SL-closed submodule of MS 1

as 

RS 1
-module, provided BSAS 11    iff .BA    

 

Theorem 3.21. Let M be an R-module satisfies (*) and let S be a multiplicative closed subset of R. Then M has 

the SLCIP as R-module if and only if MS 1
has the SLCIP as RS 1

-module, provided BSAS 11    iff 

.BA    

 

Corollary 3.22. Let M be an R-module satisfies (*) and let S be a multiplicative closed subset of R. Then M 

has the SLCIP as R-module if and only if PM  has the SLCIP as PR -modules, for all maximal ideal P of R.        
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